WOMEN'S CLOTHING

6 month to increase
revenue by 562%
keeping positive
ROAS (5+)

Case Study | UAWC

ABOUT
It is an e-commerce store that specializes in female clothing for
those who like to be sporty, edgy, and comfy!
Their mission is to cheer on, strengthen, and support!

ADVERTISEMENT GOALS:
1.
2.

Maximize revenue from new PPC channels (Facebook and
Google Ads)
Keeping positive ROAS during experiements (Return On Ads
Spend) (5+)
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Before
Client didn’t run any ads. They got sustainable revenue
from Google Organic and Instagram.

After
We started to test new channels. As a result we maximized monthly revenue for
all store by 562%. During ﬁrst month our main goal was to get positive ROAS,
then we started to scale.
Also we helped to set up proper measurement via Google Analytics and
Facebook Pixel.
Facebook Ads:
ROAS: 5
Amount Spent: kr 100,000
Revenue: kr 5,500,000
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Google Ads:
ROAS: 32
Amount Spent: kr 70,000
Revenue: kr 2,240,000
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Facebook

EXPERIMENTS
1
Lookalike audiences.

2

3

Remarketing audiences.

Google Analytics ad set.

We expanded lookalike audience
based on email subscriptions,
purchase and add-to-cart events.

●

Transactions: 55
ROAS: 3

●
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●

We created a remarketing list
of those who added to cart
but did not purchase in the
last 30 days
5/30/90 days with cross
exclusions.
Instagram stories
remarketing.

Transactions: 1,125
ROAS: 4

●

We have identiﬁed a more
speciﬁc target market and
created a similar audience
analyzing the “Interest”
report in Google Analytics

Transactions: 80
ROAS: 3
5

4
Catalog campaign.
●

●

We increased brand visibility
and awareness thanks to our
catalog campaign and
well-deﬁned audience. That
delivered a lot of results from
the sales process.

Transactions: 1685
●
ROAS: 6
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6

Instagram stories
campaign.

Organic ad test.
●

All the posts and following
actions called-to-activate
customers and, as a
result, we achieved a good
number of purchases.

●

Transactions: 180
●
ROAS: 5

We were testing ads that
are speciﬁcally optimized
for IG Stories placement.
So we gained traction.

Transactions: 206
ROAS: 4
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Google Ads

EXPERIMENTS
1

2

3

Regular Shopping
campaign

Youtube Shopping
campaign

RLSA campaign (search
remarketing)

We tried different targeting
options. The most effective
one was to place targeting
when we switch to selected
videos/fashion channels.

Bid adjustments: we
increased the frequency of
our ads shown to 300%. We
used very general search
terms and received very
cheap traffic.

We were using bidding
and ad placement to
promote this store.
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5

Display remarketing
campaign

Dynamic remarketing
based on product feed

We tested it as a regular
DSA campaign and
received general traffic;
therefore, we switched to
search remarketing just for
the top 3 audiences,
based on Google Analytics
insights.

We created personalized ads for
customers who interact with
speciﬁc products as far as we
reached to have various
products and a large traffic.
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DO YOU WANT TO HAVE SAME
RESULTS?
uawc.agency/contact-us
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